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HIGHLIGHTS

• We review integration methods for imaging and genomic data analysis.
• We focus on our efforts in developing sparse models for imaging and genomic data integration.
• We show real examples on applications of sparse models to detecting genes and diseases diagnosis.
• We give a perspective on future research directions in imaging genomics.
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ABSTRACT

The development of advanced medical imaging technologies and high-throughput genomic measurements has enhanced our ability to understand their interplay as well as their relationship with human behavior by integrating these two types of datasets. However, the high dimensionality and heterogeneity of these datasets presents a challenge to conventional statistical methods; there is a high demand for the development of both correlative and integrative analysis approaches. Here, we review our recent work on developing sparse representation based approaches to address this challenge. We show how sparse models are applied to the correlation and integration of imaging and genic data for biomarker identification. We present examples on how these approaches are used for the detection of risk genes and classification of complex diseases such as schizophrenia. Finally, we discuss future directions on the integration of multiple imaging and genomic datasets including their interactions such as epistasis.
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1. Introduction

In the past decades, increasing development of medical imaging and genomic techniques provides new opportunities to study tissue structure, function, and genetic variation as well as their relationship with human behavioral components, e.g., cognitive phenotypes and psychiatric disorders. For example, medical imaging measurements such as structural magnetic resonance imaging (sMRI), functional MRI (fMRI), diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and positron emission tomography (PET), provide quantitative measurements of structural information at brain tissue level, dynamic blood oxygenation-level dependent (BOLD) response of neural activity and brain structural and functional connectivity. In addition, genetic measurements such as single polymorphism (SNP), gene expression, copy number variation (CNV) and proteomics can reveal structural and functional variations at molecular level. The goal of imaging genetics is to identify genetic factors that influence the intermediate quantitative measurements from anatomical or functional images, and the cognition and psychiatric disorders in humans. Rasetti and Weinberger (2011) described a cascade of imaging genetic studies, in which mutations start from genetic level to cellular processes, to the system level, e.g., brain structure, function and integrity, and eventually to human behaviors. Numerous examples like this demonstrate that the fusion of imaging and genetics will facilitate the understanding of the pathophysiology, the diagnosis of complex and heritable psychiatric disorders and the optimization of treatments in a personalized manner.

In recent imaging genetic studies, neural imaging endophenotypes (or intermediate phenotype) derived from diverse medical images, are commonly used for genetic analysis. By the definition of ‘endophenotype’ by psychiatric geneticists (Shen et al., 2013; Gottesman and Gould, 2003), an endophenotype should: (1) be associated with the illness/disorder of interest; (2) be heritable; (3) be state-independent; (4) exist temporally before the onset of the clinical illness in the pathophysiological pathway to the emergence of the clinical syndrome; (5) be found with higher frequency in healthy relatives of illness/disorder than in the general population. Each of these criteria is based on the hypothesis that the effects of susceptible genes will be more penetrated to the endophenotypes. The endophenotypes are considered to be closer to the biology of genetic function than the diagnostic results from self-reported and questionnaire-based clinical assessments (Gottesman and Gould, 2003; Meyer-Lindenberg and Weinberger, 2006), which can boost the causal variants detection power. Some quantitative endophenotypes derived from brain imaging are reproducible and reliable with high heritability, and can accommodate highly heterogeneous symptoms from patients in the same group. For these reasons, obtaining reliable and heritable endophenotypes is critical for imaging genetics studies.

Many endophenotypes have been used in imaging genetic studies such as voxel-, vertex-, surface- or connection-based measures from structural, functional or diffusion images, respectively. For example, on structural MRI, the volumetric measures of total cerebral and gray and white matters (Nyberg et al., 2013; Baaré et al., 2001), cortical thickness and cortical area (Winkler et al., 2010) have been studied as quantitative traits. On rest- or task-functional MRI images, there are functional endophenotypes utilized such as the extent of activation or deactivation for each voxel responding to the task-related stimuli, t-test contrast map, and functional brain connectivity (van den Heuvel et al., 2013). On DTI images, brain integrity (e.g., fractional anisotropy and mean diffusivity), measures of coherent direction of axons (e.g., radial diffusivity and axial diffusivity) (Jahanshad et al., 2013; Kochunov et al., 2010) and the anatomical connectivity such as the measurement of fiber density or integrity have also been explored. Moreover, due to the high resolution of brain imaging (e.g., structural MRI), we can analyze the genetic influence on diverse imaging endophenotypes across the entire brain, which facilitates the understanding of underlying neurobiological mechanism of psychiatric disorders.

Fig. 1 shows an integrative approach for combining imaging and genetics techniques for biomarker detection, from which multiple psychiatric disorders or subtypes can be better classified. We will elaborate on this approach in the following three aspects: (1) Between modality analysis to explore the correspondence or association between imaging and genetic data. One type of data is taken as an endophenotype (e.g., brain structure (Winkler et al., 2010), fiber integrity (Jahanshad et al., 2013), functional connectivity and network (Thompson et al., 2013)) to find the correlated or associated variables in the other data (e.g., genotype (Filippini et al., 2009)). The imaging endophenotypes are usually used as quantitative traits to explore the potential genetic risk factors. As reviewed in (Liu and Calhoun, 2014; Ge et al., 2013), the research in this area has evolved from candidate approaches to the whole genome and whole brain investigation, and many complicated models are proposed to account for the increasing number of variables. (2) Integration of imaging and genetic data for biomarker identification. A variety of medical imaging modalities (e.g., sMRI, fMRI and DTI) provide different insights on the change of brain or neuropathology, activity and connectivity, so their joint analysis can facilitate a better identification of biomarkers and a more comprehensive diagnosis of complex diseases. (3) Subtyping or classification of diseases by using biomarkers extracted from multimodal data. The identified biomarkers from imaging and genetic data contain complementary information about multiple psychiatric disorders (e.g., schizophrenia, bipolar and unipolar disorders). By using these biomarkers as features and input into a linear or non-linear classifier, we can achieve better disease classification, translating into more accurate diagnosis and ideally a clinical impact.

Many processing strategies and analysis approaches have been proposed to combine imaging and genetic information. For example, as reviewed in (Hibar et al., 2011a), between modality analysis methods can be categorized into univariate and multivariate imaging genetic analysis. Voxel-wise genome-wide association study (vGWAS; Stein et al., 2010) and voxel-wise gene-wide study (vGENEWS; Hibar et al., 2011b) have been used to screen each pair of SNP/gene and voxel in maps of regional brain volume under the control of multiple comparisons. Canonical correlation analysis (CCA; Correa et al., 2008; Sui et al., 2010), partial least square (PLS; Wold et al., 1983; Krishnan et al., 2011) and parallel ICA (Liu et al., 2009) have been applied to extract a pair of correlated latent variables from imaging and genetic datasets. Kernel machine based (Ge et al., 2012) and Bayes methods (Stingo et al., 2013) have also been proposed for imaging genetics analysis. For biomarker identification, joint ICA (Sui et al., 2011), multi-set CCA (Correa et al., 2010), multi-table PLS (Caplan et al., 2007) and multi-task learning methods (Zhou et al., 2011) have been used in modeling multidimensional imaging, genetic and human behavioral data. Based on the identified biomarkers, a variety of classifiers such as support vector machine (Mourão-Miranda et al., 2005; Yang et al., 2010a) and multiple kernel learning (Castro et al., 2014; Ji et al., 2008) have been applied to the classification of complex diseases.

Despite the success of these methods in the analysis of imaging and genetic data, there are still challenges due to the high dimensionality and heterogeneity of these datasets. For example, many conventional statistical methods such as CCA, PLS and ICA perform poorly for data with smaller sample size but with larger number of features/variables (e.g., voxels and SNPs). A dimensional reduction
approach, e.g., principle component analysis or univariate test, is often used, which, however, may cause the loss of useful information. Statistical tests such as vGWAS (Stein et al., 2010) and vGeneWAS (Hibar et al., 2011b) may not have enough power due to a large number of multiple comparisons. In addition, high collinearity among whole brain or genome-wide variables may introduce instability and computational problems in the model (e.g., non-invertible of matrix, over-fitting). Sparse representation, a powerful method recently developed in statistics and signal processing, has found successful applications in a broad of fields such as bioinformatics (Lin et al., 2013a), remote sensing (Chen et al., 2011) and image processing (Li et al., 2013). We have been developing sparse models for imaging genetics study, which demonstrate great advantages for the identification of biomarkers, leading to more accurate classification of diseases than many existing approaches.

In this review, we will review recent developments of sparse representation based methods for imaging genetics, with a focus on our own work. We will show how a variety of sparse models are developed and applied to the correlation and integration of imaging and genomic data. Finally, we conclude the review with a discussion of future research directions.

2. Sparse models for [correlation/association] analysis of imaging and genetic data

Fig. 2 shows three types of sparse models in general for the correlation/association analysis between imaging and genetic data. In the first approach (Fig. 2A), sparse penalties such as lasso (Kohannim et al., 2012), group lasso (Silver and Montana, 2012), fuse lasso (Yang et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2010) and sparse group lasso (Silver et al., 2013), have been used in the model to perform feature selection in a dataset (e.g., SNP data). A small number of SNPs (i.e., non-zero entries in the vector) are identified to be associated with specific imaging phenotypes. In the second and third approaches, the two-block methods (Fig. 2B) and sparse multivariate regression models (Fig. 2C) are used. Both are multivariate models to account for pleiotropic effects (Andreassen et al., 2013; Mier et al., 2010) (i.e., genetic variants associated with multiple imaging quantitative traits) and the covariance structure among imaging endophenotypes (Alexander-Bloch et al., 2013; Bullmore and Sporns, 2009). Two block methods include sparse CCA (Le Cao et al., 2009; Lin et al., 2013b), regularized kernel CCA (Waaljenborg and Zwinderman, 2009) and sparse PLS correlation (PLSC) (Le Floch et al., 2012; Le Cao et al., 2008), which are usually used for correspondence analysis between two modalities. Le Floch et al. (2012) compared the performance of detecting the correlation between fMRI imaging and SNP data with different methods such as univariate approach, PLSC, sparse PLSC, regularized kernel CCA, and their combinations with PCA and pre-filters. The results show the best performance of using filtering in combination with sparse PLSC. Sparse multivariate regression is another way to study the association between multiple imaging and genetic factors, which includes sparse multi-task regression (Wang et al., 2012a), sparse reduced rank regression (sRRR) (Vounou et al., 2010, 2012; Wang et al., 2012b), collaborative sRRR (Lin et al., 2013c) and sparse PLS regression (Chun and Keleş, 2010). These different models incorporate prior knowledge with different ways, leading to different results. In the following, we present several models for the correlation or association analysis of imaging and genomic data, with a focus on our own work.

2.1. Sparse models for two block analysis

Due to high dimensionality and small sample size of neuroimaging and genetic datasets, there is usually an issue of high collinearity in the data. To this end, several types of regularized CCA and PLS approaches have been proposed, which enforce different sparse
Fig. 2. An illustration of three types of analysis methods with sparse penalizations for imaging genetics study. (A) Sparse univariate-imaging and multivariate-genetic regression is a sparse multiple regression model used to identify multiple genetic factors associated with a single imaging endophenotype. (B) Sparse two-block methods include a number of correspondence analysis methods using sparse latent variable models, i.e., sCCA, sparse kernel CCA and sPLS. These methods can be used to explore a pair of correlated latent variables, which consists of linear or non-linear combination of sparse features from each dataset. (C) Sparse multivariate regression is a regression based model to identify a set of genetic factors associated with a set of imaging endophenotypes, represented by the coefficient matrix penalized with a variety of sparse terms.
penalties (e.g., lasso, elastic net and sparse group lasso) on the loading vectors into the model. We present a unified framework (Lin et al., 2013a) to formulate sparse CCA models as in Eq. (1):

$$\min_{\mathbf{u}, \mathbf{v}} - \mathbf{u}^T \sum_{XX} \mathbf{X} \mathbf{Y} + \lambda_1 \|\mathbf{u}\|_C + \tau_1 \|\mathbf{u}\|_1 + \lambda_2 \|\mathbf{v}\|_C + \tau_2 \|\mathbf{v}\|_1 \quad \text{s.t.}$$

$$\mathbf{u}^T \sum_{XX} \mathbf{X} \mathbf{X} \mathbf{u} \leq 1, \quad \mathbf{v}^T \sum_{YY} \mathbf{Y} \mathbf{Y} \mathbf{v} \leq 1 \quad (1)$$

where $\mathbf{X}$ and $\mathbf{Y}$ are the data matrices; $\mathbf{u}$ and $\mathbf{v}$ are the loading vectors constrained by sparse terms; $\|\mathbf{u}\|_C$ and $\|\mathbf{v}\|_C$ are the $l-1$ norm based lasso penalty to perform the selection of individual variables/features in two datasets respectively; and $\|\mathbf{u}\|_C = \sum_{i=1}^{l-1} \|u_i\|_C$, $\|\mathbf{v}\|_C = \sum_{i=1}^{l-1} \|v_i\|_C$, are the group penalties to account for joint effects of features within the same group in two data sets respectively. The group penalty uses the non-differentiability of $\|\mathbf{u}\|_C$ (or $\|\mathbf{v}\|_C$) at $u_i=0$ ($\mathbf{v}_i=0$) to set the coefficients of the group to 0, such that the entire group of features will be removed to achieve group sparsity.

The above model is realistic for the analysis of many cases, e.g., multiple SNPs rather than individual SNPs from the same gene usually function together as a group to be associated with a disease. This general formulation includes a variety of existing sparse CCA models as specific examples (Le Cao et al., 2009; Witten and Tibshirani, 2009), e.g., CCA-I or CCA-elastic net ($\lambda_1 = 0, \lambda_2 = 0$) and CCA-glasso ($\tau_1 = 0, \tau_2 = 0$) models. The solution of Eq. (1) usually involves with the inversion of the covariance matrices, which might be non-invertible because of the high dimensionality of data. In the simplified case when the covariance matrix is diagonal, sparse CCA model also reduces to sparse PLS model. A simulation has been performed to evaluate the efficiency of CCA-sparse group lasso model. Fig. 3(a) shows the results of recovered loading vectors $\mathbf{u}$ and $\mathbf{v}$ by CCA-I, CCA-group and CCA-sparse group models respectively. It can be seen that the CCA-sparse group model can better estimate true $\mathbf{u}$ and $\mathbf{v}$ than CCA-I, and CCA-group model. Fig. 3(b) compares the accuracy of recovering loading vectors from three methods with respect to different noise levels corresponding to different degrees of correlations between the two data sets. The result shows that the CCA-group model can recover the most correlated variables but give the highest total discordance. The CCA-sparse group model has a comparable recovering accuracy as the CCA-group model but with much less total discordance, especially when the noise level decreases. We have also applied these methods to fMRI data and SNP data to identify significant sets of SNPs correlated with brain region activity.

2.2. Sparse multivariate regression models

Multivariate regression model (Fig. 2(c)) is another popular approach for correlation analysis between imaging and genomic data, i.e., associating the entire genetic variants with whole brain imaging measurements. A regression model with regularization on the coefficient matrix can be described by the following formula:

$$\min_{\mathbf{A}} \|\mathbf{Y} - \mathbf{X} \mathbf{A}\|_F^2 + \phi(\mathbf{A})$$

(2)

where $\mathbf{X}$ and $\mathbf{Y}$ are the data matrices (e.g., genomics and imaging datasets) with $n \times p$ and $n \times q$ ($p, q \gg n$) dimensions respectively; and $\mathbf{A}$ is $p \times q$ coefficient matrix penalized by function $\phi(\cdot)$. There are several models that vary in the use of penalized functions.

A sparse multi-task learning method was applied to MRI and SNP datasets in (Wang et al., 2012a) with a combination of penalty terms on $\mathbf{A}$, $\phi(\mathbf{A}) = \lambda_1 \sum_{i=1}^{K} \|\mathbf{A}_{[i]}\|_F + \lambda_2 \sum_{j=1}^{q} \|\mathbf{A}_{[j]}\|_1$, where $\|\mathbf{A}_{[i]}\|_F$ indicates a collaborative group lasso penalization on submatrices $\mathbf{A}_{[i]}$ to account for the group structure of SNPs, e.g., multiple SNPs with linkage disequilibrium (LD) or from the same gene; $\|\mathbf{A}_{[j]}\|_1$ is a row sparse penalty on each individual SNP. The simulation experiment shows better performance of this method than multivariate linear regression, ridge regression and multitask feature learning models in predicting SNPs using longitudinal data.

Sparse low rank regression model was developed to consider the correlations among features in $\mathbf{Y}$ matrix. A low rank regularization was imposed on the coefficient matrix $\mathbf{A}$ due to the collinearity in $\mathbf{Y}$. Vounou et al. (2010) proposed a sparse reduced rank regression method (sRRR) by decomposing coefficient matrix into two full-rank matrices, i.e., $\mathbf{A} = \mathbf{PQ}$, $\mathbf{P} \in R^{p \times q}$, $\mathbf{Q} \in R^{q \times q}$, where $r$ is the rank of $\mathbf{A}$ ($r < p, q$). At each stage sRRR performs unit rank decomposition to extract a pair of column vector $\mathbf{P}_k$, $\mathbf{Q}_k$, $k = 1, 2, \ldots, r$, which are also constrained to be sparse (i.e., with the use of $\|\mathbf{P}_k\|_1$, $\|\mathbf{Q}_k\|_1$). The sRRR was tested to have higher sensitivity than univariate method. It was applied to a whole brain and whole genome data set to identify those genetic variants associated with Alzheimer-related imaging biomarkers. A pathway sparse reduced rank (PsRRR) model (Silver et al., 2012), based on sRRR, was developed to consider the joint effects of SNPs within the same pathway by enforcing a group lasso penalty (i.e., $\sum_{j=1}^{q} \|\mathbf{P}_j\|_1$), followed by a SNP-level selection at each pathway. A unit rank decomposition method is needed to estimate rank $r$, which cannot perform feature selection across ranks. Instead of decomposing $\mathbf{A}$ into two matrices, Wang et al. (2012b) applied a trace-norm penalty $\|\|Z\|_1$ to enforce the low rank of $\mathbf{A}$ and combined it with group lasso penalty $\|\|L\|_2, 1$. The model is applied to the longitudinal imaging genetic data to identify imaging biomarkers associated with a set of SNPs. To further consider the group effects of SNPs and gene–gene interactions, we proposed a collaborative sparse reduce rank regression (c-sRRR) (Lin et al., 2013c) to incorporate protein–protein interaction information into the model for the grouping of SNPs. The method can perform bi-level selection at both SNP- and module-levels. Several top gene modules are identified to be associated with functional network from postcentral and precentralgyri. The genes from these modules are enriched in some susceptible schizophrenia-related pathways (Lin et al., 2013c).

In addition to the sparse models discussed above, there are other sparse multivariate regression analysis methods for integrative analysis of imaging and genic data. For example, Liu et al. (2014) applied an overlapped group fused lasso to incorporate genetic information into the multivariate regression model to identify the brain connectivity pattern in resting fMRI activity.

3. Sparse model for integration of imaging and genetic data

Integrative analysis of multiple datasets can combine complementary information from each individual data and therefore may provide higher power to identify potential biomarkers that would otherwise be missed by using individual data alone. Due to different characteristics of diverse data modality (e.g., resolution, size and format), data integration is challenging. Wang et al. (2012c) proposed a sparse multimodal multitask learning method to combine sMRI, PET and GWAS data to identify genetic and phenotypic biomarkers associated with Alzheimer disease. In the model, the variables from each modality were combined equally and group lasso penalty was applied to identify those variables shared by multiple tasks (e.g., disease diagnosis, quantitative trait association). We address the data integration problem by developing a generalized sparse model (GSM) with weighting factors to account for the contribution of different data in data combination, as shown in Fig. 4. To solve the small-sample-large-variable problem, we developed a novel sparse representation based variable selection (SRVS) algorithm, which is described as the following. For the purpose of illustration, we consider joint analysis of
Fig. 3. A comparison of group sparse CCA with the other sparse CCA models (e.g., CCA-lasso, CCA-group lasso). (a) The accuracy of recovering the loading vectors (i.e., \(u\) and \(v\) for simulated genetic and imaging data respectively) by three different models. (b) The total true positives and total discordance with respect to different correlation values between imaging and genetic datasets.

Fig. 4. The representation of phenotypes or disease states by the fusion of two datasets \(A_1\) and \(A_2\) with a parallel sparse model, where the correlative information is represented simultaneously by non-zero entries in a sparse vector. The model can be easily extended to include multiple data sets.

For SNPs and fMRI imaging data, the number of samples is significantly less than that of variables, i.e., \(m \ll n\). In this case, the two types of data (which can be easily generalized to multiple data):

\[
Y = [\alpha_1A_1, \alpha_2A_2] \begin{bmatrix} X_1 \\ X_2 \end{bmatrix} = \varepsilon + AX = \varepsilon,
\]

where \(Y \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times 1}\) is the observation vector (phenotypes of the subjects or disease status); \(A_1 \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n_1}\) and \(A_2 \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n_2}\) are the measurements of two different data types; \(A = [\alpha_1A_1, \alpha_2A_2] \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n}\), where \(\alpha_1 + \alpha_2 = 1\), and \(\alpha_1, \alpha_2 > 0\) are the weight factors for the two types of data; and \(\varepsilon \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times 1}\) is the measurement error due to noise. The biomarker/variable selection is formulated as the solution of sparse vector \(X \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times 1}\) based on \(Y\) and \(A\), where the sparsity (i.e., the number of non-zero elements) indicates the significant markers/variables selected, as illustrated in Fig. 4.
conventional sparse recovery algorithms will often fail. In order to overcome such a difficulty, we find the approximate solution to the problem by using the following approximation:

\[
\min \sum_{i=1}^{t} ||X_i||_p \quad \text{subject to} \quad ||Y - AX||_2 \leq \varepsilon
\]  

(4)

where \(X_i\) is the approximation to \(X\). It can be solved with the minimization of the following functions:

\[
\min_{X} ||AX - Y||^2 + \lambda P(X)
\]  

(5)

where \(P(X) = \sum_{i=1}^{t} ||X_i||_p\) will make the solution to be sparse; \(\lambda\) is a regularization parameter, whose choice depends on the noise level.

We have proposed an iterative procedure for the solution and we called this method as sparse representation based variable selection (SRVS) (Cao et al., 2013a).

Using the model, we obtained encouraging result (Cao et al., 2013a) for the selection of both fMRI imaging and genetic biomarkers associated with schizophrenia on the analysis of 208 subjects (92 cases and 116 controls). Fig. 5(a) shows the results of identified brain regions with SRVS method in comparison with Li et al.'s sparse regression method (Li et al., 2009) (Fig. 5(b)); our method tends to find regions with voxels clustered together that have been verified before. We evaluate the performance of the method for differentiating healthy controls and schizophrenia patients (Cao et al., 2013a,b) by comparing the SRVS models regularized with three \(L_p\) norms \((\lambda = 0, 0.5, 1)\). They all give higher classification ratios than that of Li et al.'s method \((\lambda = 1E - 11)\) and the sparse model regularized with \(L_{1/2}\) norm generates the highest classification ratio (Fig. 5(c)).

4. Application to detection of genes and disease diagnosis

We demonstrate the applications of above described sparse models to imaging genomics with the following two examples: detection of genes and diagnosis of diseases.

4.1. Detection of risk genes with correlative models

Our proposed correlative or integrative model has found significant application to the detection of risk genes and signaling pathways. For example, based on the two pairs of canonical variates using the group sparse CCA model (Eq. (1) of Section 2.1.), we found some regions of interest (ROI) in the brain correlated with a set of genes, contributing to the cause of schizophrenia. For each gene–ROI, gene–gene and ROI–ROI correlation, 10,000 permutations were performed to test the significance. As shown in Fig. 6(a), Gene ERBB4, NRG1, MAGI2 and GABRG2 show correlations with some ROIs such as 3, 4, 7, 8 (the index of ROI is defined by the automated anatomic labeling (aal) template (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002)) with correlations of \(r = 0.1822, 0.1483, 0.1335, 0.1782\) \((p < 0.004)\), respectively. These ROIs mostly consist of superior, middle, medial front gyrus and precentral gyrus located at frontal lobe containing primary motor cortex and were suspected to have abnormal changes in schizophrenia patients (Kiehl et al., 2005; Honey et al., 2005). ROIs 75, 76, 77, 11 and 13 (not shown) are also found to be correlated with gene ERBB4, NRG1, and MAGI2 with the correlation value of 0.1822, 0.1649 and 0.1541 respectively. These ROIs are mainly located at thalamus (right), which plays a critical role in coordinating the pass of information between brain regions. Many studies show the association between dysfunc-
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4.2. Better diagnosis with integrated information

Many studies have demonstrated that the integration of fMRI and SNP information will give a more comprehensive analysis...
of schizophrenia. Based on the biomarkers identified by the correlative and integrative models, we can use them to improve the diagnosis of schizophrenia in combination with appropriate classifiers. For example, Yang et al. (2010a) proposed a hybrid machine learning method to identify schizophrenia patients from healthy controls combining genetic and fMRI data, and this method achieved better classification accuracy than using either data alone. Castro et al. (2014) proposed a multiple kernel learning approach that employed both the phase and magnitude of complex-valued fMRI data for the classification, showing improved classification accuracy compared to using only the magnitude of fMRI data.

We proposed a sparse representation clustering (SRC) model (Cao et al., 2013a,b) to simultaneously select SNPs and fMRI voxels as biomarkers for schizophrenia and then input the detected biomarkers as features into a classifier such as support vector machine (SVM). The accuracy of classification was further validated by the cross-validation. This approach also offers an objective evaluation of the identified biomarkers as described in Sections 2 and 3. Fig. 7 gives a demonstration that the combination of the identified SNPs and fMRI voxels can lead to a better classification of schizophrenia patients from healthy controls in a study (Cao et al., 2013a,b). When the integrative model was tested on 20 schizophrenia patients and 20 healthy controls, the use of both imaging and SNPs markers can improve the accuracy from 67.5% (i.e., using fMRI only) to 92.5% (Lin et al., 2011). This indicates that by combining SNPs and imaging voxels, the complementary information from both data can increase the classification accuracy, leading to improved diagnosis.

In addition to feature selection based on sparse models described in Sections 2 and 3, it should be noted that sparse representations can be directly applied to classification or subtyping of diseases. We have recently developed sparse models based classifiers to chromosome classification (Cao et al., 2012a) and subtyping of leukemia (Tang et al., 2011) and gliomas (Tang et al., 2012), showing that sparse models provide a more robust approach in classifying image data containing variations, with better accuracy than many other classifiers such as SVM and Bayesian classifiers (Cao et al., 2012b). We have recently extended the model (Cao et al., 2012a) to account for the correlation within the neighborhood of an image pixel (Li et al., 2013) for further improvement of the classification. We are currently also applying these models for the classification of multiple psychiatric disorders (e.g., schizophrenia, bipolar and unipolar disorders).

### 5. Conclusion and future direction

Imaging genetics is a relatively new and promising field which aims to explore genetic effects on the neurobiology and etiology of brain structure and function, and human behavior and psychiatric disorders. A number of heritable imaging endophenotypes can improve our understanding of genetic influence on different brain regions. The availability of multiscale and multimodal imaging genetics data bring about computational challenges for developing powerful, efficient and biologically interpretable methods.

There have been many proposed approaches for the integration of imaging and genomic information. Methods and tools such as ICA, CCA, pICA have been developed by us, with many successful applications. Despite this fact, there are still many challenges to overcome in modeling the complex data. Sparse representations provide a powerful and flexible way to model the multi-scale heterogeneous information. We have shown the advantage of sparse models in integrating imaging and genomic information in the following aspects: (1) Imaging genetics data usually contain a smaller sample size than that of features; enforcing sparsity can overcome the difficulty of many existing models such as CCA and regression analysis in modeling these data. (2) Imaging genomic data often exhibit many characteristics such as their correlations. Sparse models provide a powerful approach to consider this information into the integration. (3) Biological knowledge databases such as PPI contain rich information but is often overlooked. Sparse models provide a flexible way to incorporate this prior knowledge into the model. A problem with sparse models is that they are often computationally expensive. However, many effective algorithms are available to overcome such a difficulty.

The field of imaging genomics is progressing rapidly and poses significant challenges. Most integrative analysis methods in imaging genetics focus on two modalities but there are many other types of data available. Besides the GWAS data with SNPs, there are other levels of genetic data such as copy number variation, gene expression, microRNA, DNA methylation and proteomics. These various types of data have been widely studied in the study of complex diseases including cancers, e.g., TCGA (http://cancergenome.nih.gov/). Many advanced methods were proposed for integrating these multiple omic datasets (Kristensen et al., 2014). The integration of other types of data will be able to provide a more comprehensive insight on genetic mechanisms underlying complex diseases. In addition, other types of neuroimaging measurements, e.g., sMRI, fMRI, PET, EEG and EPR, have also been available but limited work existed to integrate these multimodal imaging datasets as reviewed in (Sui et al., 2012a). For example, Sui et al. (2012b) proposed a mCCA + JICA method to integrate fMRI, DTI with DNA methylation to identify potential brain abnormalities in schizophrenia. It is both promising and pressing to develop multi-way integrative method to systematically combine these multiple types of imaging and genetic datasets to facilitate the understanding of brain activity and human behavior and their underlying biological mechanisms.

Sparse models have also shown promise for the study of epistasis, e.g., SNP–SNP interaction and gene–gene interaction. Epistasis, as an important factor for explaining the heritability of common traits, has been widely studied in genetic data analysis (Cordell, 2002; Pan et al., 2013). Some work has reported and verified the effect of interactions on imaging traits as reviewed in (Birbaum and Weinberger, 2013). The methods used for identifying these interactions are mainly based on exhaustive pair-wise searching. For example, Hibr et al. (2013) applied an iterative sure independence screening (SIS) algorithm to search SNP–SNP interactions and found a significant interaction associated with temporal lobe volume. Meda et al. (2012) identified 109 SNP–SNP interactions associated with right hippocampal atrophy and 125 for right entorhinal cortex atrophy. Despite of the crucial role of epistasis in explaining part of missing heritability, the extremely high computational burden of exhaustive searching imposes a challenge for the study. Sparse representation can provide much effective way for epistasis identification from such a large number of interactions. For example, adaptive mix lasso model (Wang et al., 2012d), adaptive group lasso (Yang et al., 2010b) and more generally penalized
multiple regressions (Hoffman et al., 2013) have the promise for large scale interaction analysis. Further effort is needed for the developments of sparse methods for detecting epistasis factors, which can be further incorporated into imaging genetics study.

In our current work, we mainly provide approaches for the prediction of schizophrenia patients from controls. However it is more interesting clinically to consider other psychiatric disorders such as bipolar disorder and unipolar disorders. In some cases (e.g. psychotic bipolar disorder and schizophrenia) these multiple mental illnesses share clinically overlapping symptoms, providing a way to study the diagnostic utility of our methods. Clinically unipolar and bipolar can sometimes be difficult to distinguish initially because individuals with bipolar sometimes have more depressive episodes than manic episodes and depressive episodes tend to be longer and more unpleasant for patients than manic episodes. To date, there is no biological marker to distinguish these two disorders. NIMH’s Research Domain Criteria (RDoC) Project (Simmons and Quinn, 2014) aims to define basic dimensions of function that cut across disorders as traditionally defined and can be studied across multiple units of analysis, from genes to neural circuits to behaviors. In such a context, the integration of imaging and genetics as well as other sources of biological information has the potential to better discriminate clinically subtle subgroups and hopefully to eventually translate into individualized treatments. As demonstrated in our examples, sparse models provide a powerful approach for the detection of biomarkers by integrating multiple imaging and genetic information, which can better utilize their specific characteristics and incorporate biological knowledge. We will apply these models to look not only within the diagnostic category, but also to evaluate the degree to which the biological data is consistent with the symptom-based categories. We are currently developing novel sparse models to help identify risk genes and/or genomic regions underlying these multiple psychiatric disorders, and better distinguish these clinically cryptic subgroups. Based on these discoveries, personalized and optimal treatments can be done according to their different genetic make-ups.
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